K2 is derived from the Greek words Kronos (time) and Kairos (breaking-in). Therefore, K2 is
the breaking-in of the Spirit of God during time spent in climbing the spiritual heights of
relationship to Him and advancing His Kingdom.
K2 Ministry has three aspects:

Free three-day retreats at K2 River Run in the
beautiful and inspiring setting of the Northern Georgia mountains. The guest house offers
“ministry to bi-vocational pastor couples” to benefit not only those, but also, indirectly,
their congregations and communities by refreshing and renewing couples to the
advancement of the kingdom of Jesus Christ.

Beyond the respite gatherings, there is a separate
teaching ministry wherein the history and veracity of the Bible is taught in various settings;
including congregations and Christian schools. Free presentations include an exhibit of
ancient artifacts and Bibles that bolster the faith of participants. Pray for new opportunities to
teach the next generation the truth about God’s love and plan for them.

The third aspect of K2 is a mission thrust to the refugee “Creole
boat-people” and their families from Haiti in the Caribbean. K2 sponsors a support group in the
Turks and Caicos Islands under the leadership of Pastor Cedric Michel and his family. Our
current project is the building of the T & C Ministry House in Providenciales. It is being built by
both Creole and other community workers, as we provide materials. Pray for its completion and
that it will be the first of many Bible study meeting houses in the islands.
95% of all donations go directly to these projects, and are tax-deductible through the New
Horizons Foundation www.newhorizonsfoundation.com, under the project name K2 Ministry.
(5% of donated funds go to government required documentation, reporting, and administration.)
K2 Ministry is led by W. Michael and CJ McCormack. Michael is an ordained evangelical
minister and historian with a Master’s Degree from Louisiana Baptist University and Theological
Seminary. He is author of the book, Killing the Bible (The Historic Characters Who Tried) and
several Christian history video series. CJ is a former healthcare executive and the K2 logistics
hostess, dedicating her retirement years to touching the lives of the many people K2 reaches.

